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Techniques to improve variational quantum algorithms (VQA) are extremely important in the noisy

intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) era of quantum computing. The recently introduced Quantum Com-

puted Moments technique [1] based on Lanczos expansion theory [2, 3, 4] has demonstrated increased

accuracy in ground state energy estimation and remarkable robustness to noise when applied to quantum

magnetism [1] and chemistry [5]. We present a new parameter s∗, determined by Hamiltonian moments

⟨φ |Hn|φ⟩, as an estimate of the overlap between a trial state |φ⟩ and energy eigenstates of the problem

Hamiltonian. We compute s∗ for a range of trial-states on problems including QUBOs, quantum mag-

netism, and chemistry Hamiltonians. Comprehensive investigations were conducted, by simulation and

on real devices, to assess s∗ as a consistent estimate of the fidelity of the trial state for a range of instances.

The ability to estimate the fidelity of the trial state with respect to eigenvectors of the given Hamiltonian

would greatly aid in many VQA applications.
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